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1. INTRODUCTION

The consumption of hydrocarbon fuel is increasing
substantially, which leads to an increase in its cost and
the number of ecological problems. As a result, inter�
est in alternative energy sources has quickened.
Hydrogen power engineering is one of the promising
trends in solving ecological problems. The use of elec�
trical engines instead of internal combustion engines
will make it possible to solve most problems related to
transport. One of the two aspects of hydrogen power
engineering, namely, the conversion of the chemical
energy that is liberated during the oxidation of hydro�
gen by oxygen into electric power has been solved due
to the development of hydrogen fuel cells. The other
aspect, namely, storage and transportation of hydro�
gen with a high specific density is at the initial stage of
its solution. The storage and transportation of hydro�
gen in cryogenic and high�pressure cylinders cannot
solve this problem mainly because of the large mass of
the auxiliary equipment, which eventually leads to a
low density of stored hydrogen, and because of the
impossibility of providing safe conditions of their
operation. Therefore, great efforts are made to find
effective sorbents to accumulate hydrogen to a gener�
ally accepted level of 6.5 wt %.

Many research groups are searching for the possi�
bilities of creating effective hydrogen storage cells
based on new composites of hydride�forming metals,
including metal nanoclusters. Magnesium is a promis�
ing metal for hydrogen adsorption due to its low molar
weight, low cost, availability, and the absence of toxic�
ity. Magnesium is known to form hydride MgH2, in
which the hydrogen content of is 7.6 wt % [1]. One of
the significant problems that hinder the use of magne�
sium is low absorption and desorption rates. Experi�
mental data demonstrate that one of the causes of a
low hydrogen absorption rate in magnesium is a low
hydrogen diffusion rate in its crystal lattice even at a
relatively high temperature (300–400°C). The hydro�
gen absorption in the crystal structure is retarded by
lattice dilatation, which results in defect accumulation
and cracking. These problems can be solved by the use
of nanoparticles instead of a bulk material. In this
case, the hydrogen saturation rate increases due to an
increase in the surface�to� volume ratio, and cracking
is absent. Another cause of slow hydrogen absorption
by magnesium is related to difficult dissociation of
hydrogen molecules on the magnesium surface before
hydrogen diffusion into its volume. Many d metals,
e.g., nickel and palladium, have good catalytic proper�
ties to improve the dissociation of H2 molecules. The
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presence of such a metal in magnesium particles, espe�
cially in their surface layers, should substantially
accelerate this dissociation.

Therefore, composite nanoparticles containing Mg
and Ni, i.e., a catalytic metal and a hydride�forming
metal, are promising materials for hydrogen storage.
In this case, the catalyst can accelerate sorption and
desorption processes by several thousands times.

Nowdays, the main method used to produce nano�
composites is mechanical alloying (MA), which is
effective to produce materials of various compositions
and microstructures (including thermodynamically
immiscible components). This method is successfully
used to make various substances to be applied as
hydrogen storage cells [2, 3]. The MA method repre�
sents the “top down” approach, in which nanoparti�
cles are formed by milling of macroscopic particles
into nanoparticles.

In this work, we study composite magnesium�con�
taining nanoparticles produced in the carbon–helium
plasma of a high�frequency arc discharge. This
method differs from MA in the fact that synthesis
occurs at high temperatures (~5000 K) and nanoparti�
cles form according to the “bottom up” approach, i.e.,
from individual atoms. In this approach, particles usu�
ally have a more uniform distribution of their ele�
ments, which is the main prerequisite of increasing the
rate of hydrogen absorption by such particles.

2. THEORETICAL RESULTS

We performed ab initio calculations using the
VASP (Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package) software
package [4] to study the effect of nickel on the diffu�
sion rate of hydrogen atoms inside magnesium
hydride. VASP uses a pseudopotential and the expan�
sion of wavefunctions in a plane wave basis in terms of
the density functional theory (DFT) [5]. For an
exchange�correlation potential, we used the general�
ized gradient approximation (GGA) and the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional. To effectively
decrease the number of basis functions, we used the
Vanderbilt ultrasoft potentials, which make it possible
to significantly decrease cutoff energy Ecutoff (which
determines the maximum kinetic energy) and, corre�
spondingly, the calculation time. The geometry of all
systems was optimized until the forces on all atoms
were weaker than 0.05 eV/Å. The integration inside
the irreducible part of the first Brillouin zone was per�
formed only at point Γ because of large supercell sizes.

We simulated the introduction of a small number
of nickel atoms into magnesium. The computation
details were similar to those in our previous work [6].
The binding energy of a nickel atom in the magne�
sium lattice (ENi–Mg = 1.27 eV) was calculated for an
insulated nickel atom in a supercell consisting of

53 magnesium atoms. Binding energy ENi–Mg was
calculated as

(1)

where the binding energy per magnesium atom EMg

was calculated from the binding energy of the crystal,
as in the case of nickel. A positive binding energy of
nickel means that nickel atoms can be incorporated
into the magnesium lattice only at a low concentra�
tion, since the contribution of the configurational
entropy

(where θ is the Ni atom concentration in the Mg
matrix) to the Gibbs free energy G = Ebind + PΩ – TS
becomes substantial and leads to the penetration of Ni
atoms into the Mg lattice.

We also studied the effect of nickel atoms on the
migration of hydrogen atoms in the MgH2 lattice with
vacancies. Hydrogen atom jump frequencies k were
calculated using the theory of a transient state and the
following well�known Vineyard formula, which gener�
alizes an Arrhenius�type formula [7]:

(2)

where T is the temperature and Ebar is the potential
barrier to a hydrogen atom jump between the two
nearest potential minima. We calculated Ebar with the
nudged elastic band method [8]. Preexponential factor
A was determined as

(3)

The product

which includes all phonon oscillation frequencies νi of
the system, except oscillations corresponding to uni�
form translations of the lattice was calculated for the
local minima of hydrogen atom sites, and the product

was calculated for hydrogen atom vibrations at the
saddle point of the hydrogen motion trajectory
between two minima. The potential barrier to a hydro�
gen atom jump in MgH2 was calculated to be Ebar =
1.05 eV. After the substitution of a nickel atom for a
magnesium atom, the potential barrier to a hydrogen
jump near the nickel atom changes. The potential bar�
riers to an H atom jump between the minima in the
second coordination shell of a Ni atom (0.90 eV) and,
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especially, in the first coordination shell (0.40 eV) are
significantly lower than those for the case of pure mag�
nesium hydride MgH2. The binding energy of a hydro�
gen atom in the first coordination shell of nickel is
approximately 1 eV lower than for the second coordi�
nation shell. This means that hydrogen atoms should
concentrate in the nearest vicinity of nickel atoms,
and the hydrogen jump frequency near nickel atoms
should increase significantly. Using Eq. (2), we can
easily find that the hydrogen jump frequency near
nickel atoms at T = 300 K should increase by a factor
of 350.

We also simulated the structure of an Ni coating on
the Mg(0001) surface. We calculated the binding
energy of a cluster consisting of one and two 16�atom
nickel layers on the Mg surface, which was taken to be
a periodic and infinite plate (slab geometry). To calcu�
late binding energy of nickel ENi in these layers, we
used formulas similar to Eq. (1). The values of ENi cal�
culated for one and two Ni atomic layers are 1.42 and
1.25 eV/atom, respectively. As follows from a compar�
ison of these values with the binding energy calculated
for a bulk nickel crystal ENi (which corresponds to
coating of an infinite thickness and is –5.10 eV/atom),
nickel on the magnesium surface should form multi�
layer clusters according to an island growth mecha�
nism rather than a single�layer epitaxial coating. As
the nickel coating thickness on the surface increases,
the binding energy of nickel ENi tends toward the value
of ENi characteristic of a bulk crystal.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Composite Mg–C, Ni–C, and Mg–Ni–C nano�
particles were synthesized in a helium flow, in a high�
frequency arc plasma. The arc glowed in the gap

between a graphite bush and a graphite rod [9]. Mag�
nesium and nickel powders were introduced with a
helium flow (4 l/min) during synthesis, and hydrogen
was also let in a chamber (0.4 l/min). The iron content
in the sputtered graphite electrodes was 0.3 at %, and
the iron content in all synthesized samples was 2–
2.5 at %.

The samples were examined by X�ray photoelec�
tron spectroscopy (XPS) on an ultrahigh�vacuum
SPECS photoelectron spectrometer using AlK

α
 radia�

tion and by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on a
high�resolution Hitachi S�5500 electron microscope.
Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis was performed with
a synchronous NETZSCH STA 449C�QMS analyzer
in the temperature range 40–1000°C at a heating rate
of 10°C/min, an Ar flow rate of 40 ml/min, and an
oxygen content of 0.01 vol % in the flow.

The XPS data demonstrate that the composition of
the carbon condensate formed upon the introduction
of Mg and H2 in a helium flow is as follows: 68 at % C,
20.9 at % O, 9 at % Mg, and 2.1 at % Fe. Using the
binding energy distribution of the 1s line of C, we
identified the hybridization of pure carbon as sp2 and
sp3 (64 and 24% of the area under the 1s line, respec�
tively) and detected C–O and C=O bonds (6 and 4%
of the area under the 1s line, respectively). An insignif�
icant amount of carbon is fixed by Mg. The binding
energies of the 2s line of Mg correspond to the free
state of Mg and the Mg–O chemical bond (62 and
38% of the area under the 2s line, respectively; see
Fig. 1a).

We also performed a synthesis in which Ni and H2
were introduced into a carbon–helium plasma stream.
With XPS, the composition of the carbon condensate
was found to be 75.7 at % C, 10.5 at % O, 11.3 at % Ni,
and 2.5 at % Fe. The binding energy distribution of the
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Fig. 1. XPS spectra: (a) magnesium line in an Mg–C composite and (b) nickel line in an Ni–C composite.
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2p line of Ni indicates that the major part of nickel
(95% of the area under the 2p line) is fixed by iron and
the other part forms oxide (5% of the area under the 2p
line; see Fig. 1b). The catalytic effect of nickel mani�
fests itself in increasing the component corresponding
to the sp2 hybridization of carbon (77% of the area
under the 1s line of C) in the binding energy distribu�
tion of the 1s line of C and decreasing the component
corresponding to the sp3 hybridization of carbon (16%
of the area under the 1s line of C). The other carbon is
also fixed by oxygen. These facts indicate that nickel
nanoparticles favor the formation of planar carbon
forms.

We then performed a synthesis in which Mg, Ni,
and H2 were simultaneously introduced into a car�

bon–helium plasma stream. With XPS, the composi�
tion of the carbon condensate was found to be
71.6 at % C, 19.1 at % O, 0.8 at % Ni, 2.1 at % Fe, and
6.4 at % Mg. The binding energy distribution of the 2p
line of Ni (Fig. 2a) indicates that Ni in the carbon con�
densate is both in a free state and in a compound with
Fe and O (45, 44, and 11% of the area under the 2p line
of Ni, respectively). Most part of Mg forms hydride
MgH2 (70% of the area under the 2s line of Mg), and
the remaining part of magnesium forms oxide MgO
(30% of the area under the 2s line of Mg; see Fig. 2b).
The presence of a high magnesium content in the
hydride state and the absence of magnesium in the
sample fabricated without nickel suggest a significant
catalytic action of nickel on the hydrogen absorption
by magnesium nanoparticles. A possible effect of iron
should be excluded, since the same iron content was
detected in the synthesized composite magnesium–
carbon nanoparticles and no hydrogen absorption
with the formation of MgH2 was observed.

Figure 3 shows the results of TG analysis of the car�
bon condensate fabricated by the introduction of Ni
and Mg. The sample weight loss at the initial stage of
heating corresponds to the loss of adsorbed water
(1.4 wt %). The sample weight loss in the temperature
range 120–640°C is related to the burn�out of amor�
phous carbon, nanotubes, and hydrogen adsorbed by
these products. This finding is supported by the heat�
release curves and the ion current curves for the CO2
and H2O masses (Fig. 3; curves 2, 5, 3). The heat
released at a temperature of 644.3°C is accompanied
by water liberation and noticeable absorption of oxy�
gen from the gas phase (Fig. 3; curves 2, 3, 4). This
process lasts for 4 min and is obviously related to the
oxidation and transformation of MgH2 into MgO
(Fig. 3). The further sample weight loss is associated
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Fig. 2. XPS spectra of an Mg–Ni–C composite: (a) nickel line and (b) magnesium line.
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with the burn�out of the remaining graphite, and the
additionally released energy is attributed to restructur�
ing in metal nanoparticles. These processes corre�
spond to the temperature dependence of the sample
weight (Fig. 3, curve 1).

With SEM, we were able to observe the dynamics of
the dehydrogenation process described above. Under
an electron beam, many particles rapidly changed
their shape, decreased in size, and then stabilized. Fig�
ure 4 shows a series of sequential micrographs of an
Mg–Ni–C composite particle to demonstrate the
dehydrogenation process.

4. CONCLUSIONS

With DFT calculations, we determined the jump
frequency of hydrogen atoms in magnesium hydride

near nickel atoms, which was found to be higher than
that in pure hydride MgH2 by a factor of 350 (at T =
300 K). The calculated binding energies of nickel on
the magnesium surface correspond to its condensation
according to an island growth mechanism. Our exper�
imental results demonstrate that Mg–C and Ni–C
composites do not form hydrides during a plasma�
chemical synthesis in which H2 was introduced into a
helium flow. The hydrogenation of Mg during a plas�
machemical synthesis in which H2 was introduced into
a helium flow takes place in an Mg–Ni–C composite
in a short time, which corresponds to its formation.
Most part of magnesium (~70%) in the Mg–Ni–C
composite forms hydride MgH2. Dehydrogenation
occurs at a temperature of 644.3°C within 4 min.

Thus, our theoretical and experimental results
demonstrate that the presence of Ni in an Mg–Ni–C

(b)(а)

100 nm

(d)(c)

(f)(e)

Fig. 4. SEM images of an Mg–Ni–C composite particle at various electron beam action times at 30 kV: (a) 0, (b) 60, (c) 120,
(d) 180, (e) 300, and (f) 480 s.
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composite substantially accelerates hydrogenation, so
that the time of formation of composite nanoparticles
in a hydrogen�containing plasma is sufficient for mag�
nesium hydrogenation.
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